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Do I Need a Coach?
If any of these sound familiar then I encourage you to take the
time to evaluate your daily routine and look for appropriate
coaching to help you help yourself 
by Ken Crawford
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—————————————————————

As a network marketer there’s a good chance that you’re

always on the look out for ways to build your business as

efficiently as possible.  

You may have heard the saying…”experience is the best

teacher, as long as it’s someone else’s experience”.  

However, if you’re endeavoring to create a healthy

lifestyle you may have a conflict with this theory because why would you

want someone else to experience all of those delicious foods when you

can do that for yourself.

Let’s be real, for most of us enjoying good food comes naturally and we

don’t have to be taught how to like it.

Dr. Phil has made famous the quote...”you can’t change what you don’t

acknowledge”. If you have struggled to create your own healthy lifestyle,

then perhaps you may need to make a few “acknowledgments” of your

own.

So let’s take a quick two question survey.

1. Are you a yo-yo dieter?

2. Is exercising on a regular basis a rarity in your life?

If you answered yes to either of
these questions then perhaps a
coach might fit into your life, but
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ONLY if you are ready to admit
you need help.

5 Signals that you need a weight loss or healthy lifestyle
coach:

● Are you a food-a-holic?

● Do unexpected morning doughnuts or office pizza parties throw

you off of your healthy lifestyle program?

● Are you already stressing out over the upcoming Labor Day

cookout?  Where overeating is as common as a red, white a blue

tablecloth.

● And with fall sports season on the horizon have you already

committed to enjoying countless tailgates, barbeque's and more

celebratory food bonanzas?

● Or maybe for you it’s watching your kids every Saturday playing

soccer, and regardless of victory or defeat, is mom’s taxi set on

autopilot for the nearest fast food drive thru after each game?

If any of these sound familiar then I encourage you to take the time to

evaluate your daily routine and look for appropriate coaching to help you

help yourself and others as you look for ways to keep your nutritional

products top of mind for your downline and customers.

—————————————————————

Ken Crawford is President and CEO of Trim Teams, LLC.

Trim Teams innovative program keeps your weight loss journey fun and
engaging. Our system works with any weight loss program. See how you
can gain better results with your current program by implementing our
system. 
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Members are drafted and assigned to their very own Trim Team where
they interact with their coach and teammates.  Here they learn the
motivational and accountability aspects of losing weight through our
“LIVE” tele-team conferencing system.

This relationship based approach to weight loss replaces the loneliness
often associated with losing weight by conducting friendly challenges and
competitions geared for long term behavior change often associated as
the missing link to developing a healthy lifestyle.
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